ABBOTT Larry DYNAMICS Neural Columbia  27 Feb 2013

This is the first talk in an all afternoon symposium today.
Symposium title is  Distributed Computing through Neural Dynamics.

Prof. Jay McClelland does intro to the symposium.
Sympos. is hosted by MBC Research Center at Stanford =
Mind, Brain, Computation that Jay had led for 5 years.
Sympos is in Huang Engr Bldg: top floor  (Mackenzie room 300)


Niru Maheswaranathan...   sits next to me;  
grad student of Steve Baccus  and Surya Ganguli
Fitting probabilistic models of natural images,
with the goal of testing ideas in the retina experimentally
(see online descrips of Steve's work)


Surya  Ganguli organized this sympos along with
Logan Grosneck and Emily  
and Laura Hope  (Jay's admin);

SURYA GANGULI OPENING REMARKS: 

Surya shows  Terry Sejnowski  diagram:
1 meter (eg corticospinal neurons to spine)
 down to  1 nm neurotransmitter molecules  by orders of mag.
how does it all fit together?

Surya "quotes" from "Shakespeare"

Oh what tangled webs we weave when we first practice to perceive...(!)
surely the Bard was talking about ocular dom. columns in V1 !

Oh how axons do retract when we first fail to learn to act... (the twisted Bard on Hebb)

Oh how dendrites do contort  when we first exercise our thought...

perception, action, cognition...  (how do they emerge from the networks?)

philosophy of David Marr:

level 1:  what is the computational problem the system is trying to solve?

level 2  what is algo it uses to solve it?

level 3... how is that algo implemented in hardware...

and how do all the various components interact?
across many physical scales:
1 angstrom = molecules
synapses... perhaps micron size (bouton)

cites philip anderson Science paper: more is different...
on emergent properties...

today's plan for the symposium:

larry abbott: slow dynamics from spiking neural networks  ... first talk 

how to reconcile discrepancy btwn spikes at 1 ms  and
the dynamics of slow phenomena (hundreds of ms) in neural nets...

self-organized criticality... (like attractor basins)

how oscillations shape the function of cell assemblies

Fred Wolf:   turbulent relationships:  chaos and info flow in neuronal circuits...

(are oscillations causal or just epiphenomenal)

at what level of granularity is the brain doing its computations?
<< end of Surya G's  intro>>

*******

LARRY ABBOTT talk  (Columbia Univ)

spikes are obviously useful for trying to understand communication in the brain -
they are how the brain communicates...

BUT... many whole brain neural network math models  are based not on indiv. spikes but
rather on firing rates  (each node in the model has a continuous firing rate) and principal components thereof.

there is a tension  btwn spikes  (the single unit/ neuro guys and models thereof)  and
the firing rate and princ  component intellectual community   (too abstract... so say the neuro guys )
you guys are dealing with an abstraction that does not really exist)

what are the biophys correlates of these variables (firing rates and prin. comps; if any)?

main topics of my talk today

RESERVOIR computing...
build a network of nonlinear units... 

slide: in his models eg... the blue blobs ("units") each have a contin. firing rate and they
feed forward onto an output unit Z  (that relates to behavior or is a readout unit for the network)
eg as in work of  David Sussillo   with 
Jaeger and Haass in 2004

he worked with David Sussillo (ShenoyLab)

we can tweak this system to get  stable oscillations...

we use firing rate networks as above  (but do they correspond to anything in real brains?)

so,  how about just replacing this network with a network of spiking neurons  (eg  integ and fire neurons = IAF)

try 1000 IAF  = integ and fire neurons  (but it's a disaster... it does not work!)

try to train this network to learn to make a slow oscillation and it does not work...  (back to drawing board)

next consider work by Brian DePasquale and Mark Churchland

passing spikes around  is a lousy reservoir  for retaining info... it does not work.

so, what is going wrong?

simplest explanation...  he shows a diagram with a

black box:   supposed to be spiking network reservoir that outputs to an output layer of Z vars.

and let's say the network reservoir gets feedback from output (the Z vars)
(say output is  cos (omega(t))
and, say, have feedbacks (waves) with difft phase delays


say  omega(t - phi1)   and omegat - phi2...  (two difft phase delays)

need  synapses  with  weights  =  sin (phi)  divided by  sin (phi2 - phi1)

look at denominator: it gets really small,  so the synaptic weights blow up......

solution  just change output to BOTH  cos omega and sin omega

then weights  are also  cos (omega - phi)  and sin (omega -phi)  (nothing in  denom)

so weights are reasonable!  problem has gone away..

slide:  he shows 500 neurons... with chaotic spiking

randomly connected IAF network...

can get  both cos and sin out of this network...

now connect to 10 Z variables (output variables: 5 pairs of cos and sin at difft freqs)

connections coming into Zs  are modif by learning

Z1  might be  cos (freq(t))  Z2 might be sin of same


can get quite impressive results...

10 Zs... get 5 pairs  of sin and cos  at difft frequencies...

now can  make spiking networks perform like a rate model...

model has 1000 units....

with feedback loops can tame this network...

say range of frequencies  from  0.1 hz to 1 hz

pairs of  Zs  corresp to sin and cos of some freq.

want incommensurate freq  (not divisible by one another:  not harmonics)...

so,  can reproduce output of rate model using a spiking network.


******

now here's what we're actually doing

start with IAF model  (integrate and fire)

index i runs from 1 to a 1000  units

tau is a synap time constant...

y(j)  is the current in the  jth post  synap neuron

(connex goes from i to j...)

we just add... feedback from  Z variables (outputs)

SUM u*z   (z is another synaptic current  and u is strength of feedback...)

J is initial  random connectivity  (J is connectivity matrix of network:  initially random)

W matrix is a low rank connectivity matrix that is learned...

Zs are continuous vars  (a synaptic current  (not spikes))

started thinking of this as liquid state machine...

but then  just  suck  the z variables into the overall network  (into the big black box)

that is into the whole network:  includes both the random connectivity pierce  + the learned low rank piece...


he shows  slides of
a)  random connection matrix  1000 by 1000 (uniform gray) vs
low rank matrix  (looks PLAID (stripes are collapsed/ correlated dimensions))..

apply forced learning to the W matrix

CHRIS ELIASMITH  did similar work...

Chris developed a similar model...  he adjusts using a Qab  matrix

also similar work  derived by Boerlin, Machens and Deneve... will be presented at Cosyne...

he really likes the last... better than his...

they add:   RESET of all neurons  (assume instantaneous v strong synaptic coupling
which they add  and an  H matrix  that does the  reset)

they set the spikes v carefully...
(via the H term)   every spike is sacred in  Boerlin  Machens and Deneve...
 v fast and v strong synapses...

low rank.... how do they actually wire up...

(don't know how they do it)

the Z vars  are  just  the pca variables...

if u do pca u will get the Z vars  (some combos of these)

so rate networks are perhaps  just the yellow blobs  (the Z vars)

the Zs are the slow variables  (they are phantoms but seem to be real and important)

Q from audience is soln unique  (with low rank matrix)...  NO...

I ask if  Chris Eliasmith used this formulation in SPAUN in his Science paper..
Kwabena Boahen answers yes.. Chris was using this...

comment:   is this just a theorists game?
in real life is it actually bio based  eg  calc channels...(he asks)

Q  abt  getting  difft freqs... does it scale with number of neurons in network
eg  here he  gets 5 freq  from network  of 1000 neurons...

bottom line:  3 difft theoretical models  (Larry's, Chris's, and BMD's)  all show that
you can get slow, stable dynamics from spiking models.


